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In the 1990s reported autism cases among American children began spiking, from about 1 in
10,000 in 1987 to a shocking 1 in 166 today. Most of these photos contained a little-known
preservative known as thimerosal, which includes a quantity of the toxin mercury. This craze
coincided by adding several new photos to the nation's already crowded vaccination schedule,
grouped together and given soon after birth or in the first months of infancy. Evidence of Harm
explores the heated controversy over what many parents, physicians, public officials, and
educators have called an "epidemic" of afflicted kids. Following several family members, David
Kirby traces their struggle to understand how and why their once-healthy kids quickly descended
into silence or disturbed behavior, frequently accompanied by severe physical illness. An
important and troubling book, Evidence of Harm reveals both open public and unsung obstacles
faced by desperate families who've been opposed by the mixed power of the government, health
firms, and pharmaceutical giants. In the end, as research is beginning to demonstrate, the
queries raised by these households have got significant implications for all kids, and for those
entrusted to oversee our nationwide health. Alarmed by the levels of mercury in the vaccine plan,
these family members sought answers from their doctors, from technology, from pharmaceutical
companies that produce vaccines, and finally from the Center for Disease Control and the meals
and Medication Administration-to no get. From closed meetings of the FDA, CDC, and drug
businesses, to the mystical rider inserted in to the 2002 Homeland Security Bill that could bar
thimerosal litigation, to open hearings held by Congress, this book displays a medical
establishment established to deny "evidence of harm" that might be linked to thimerosal and
mercury in vaccines. But because they dug deeper, the households also found powerful allies in
Congress and in the tiny community of doctors and researchers who think that the rise of autism
and various other disorders is linked to toxic degrees of mercury that accumulate in the systems
of some kids.
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Putting Profit Before Patients: Man's Inhumanity Against Mankind Evidence of Harm is a factual,
critical, meticulous and extremely thorough investigation of the machinations, greed, collusion,
inhumane works, corruption, cover ups, hidden agendas, obfuscation of specifics, dread
mongering, deceit, with keeping of info regarding the harmful and toxic undesired ramifications
of vaccinations and the questionable efficacy and basic safety of vaccinations by the FDA and
the CDC.Their pecuniary/vested and conflict of interests in their relationships with BigPharma is
puerile, insidious and clearly a matter of putting `Profit Before Patients. It is painfully obvious
that the FDA and CDC are areas filled with egos of titanic proportions. Warning about Vaccines
Excellent research and right on target exposing the extension of unneeded vaccines.It is obvious
that their hearts aren't in it for the public interest and well being.' The torture of orthodox
allopathic medicine that the FDA and CDC provides inflicted upon the globe population is usually
reprehensible and unjustified when there are more humane alternative allopathic malignancy
treatments that provide a pain free, quality and dignity of a standard life through the entire
treatment process. Given their actions in the issues of Alan Yurko and Gabrielle Swank the FDA
and CDC have already been complicit in a travesty of Natural and Sociable Justice and cruelty to
humanity and should encounter the Judicial effects of their actions. What of the `Revolving Door
Syndrome' where officers of the FDA and CDC can resign from the respective agencies one day,
go to work for BigPharma the next time and subsequently lobby for the Fast Monitoring and
Grandfather clause approval of new drugs. Discharge ALL INGREDIENTS OF EACH SINGLE
VACCINE. He also displays the way the CDC and various other government companies schemed
to hide the data which proves a direct link between thimerosal and autism.Imagine if it had been
they who were put through the same persecution and purgatory with that they have hunted down
Dr Stanislaw Burzynski? Eye Opening A definite possibility to the autism epidemic that is taking
over the USA. STOP THE MADNESS. Their main focus is on the careers, working towards their
fame, glory, fortune and reputation. Behind the Scenes Look at the Vaccine-Autism Controversy
An excellent behind-the-scenes chronicle of the vaccine-autism controversy. I would've preferred
just a little much less about the people and much more about the technical elements of the
debate, but this publication does cover important aspects of both. A Must Read for the Parents
of an Autistic Kid. Well done! It displays the duplicity of the NIH and why they are not to be
trusted...... their grandprents, doctors, Congressmen, and anyone whom believes that the existing
autism epidemic is a result of the medical catastrophe relating to the use of a known neurotoxin
in the mandated vaccines given to children in this country... COMPARE THE HEALTH OF THE
UNVACCINATED JUST LIKE THE AMISH VS THE UNVACCINATED EVERY SINGLE FAMILY
AFFECTED BY VACCINE INJURY SHOULD Go through THIS BOOK. How insidious is usually this!
David selflessly place his career at risk in writing this reserve and for that the autism community
is usually forever indebted to him. FOR EXAMPLE, COMPARE THE FITNESS OF THE
UNVACCINATED JUST LIKE THE AMISH VS THE UNVACCINATED. This book gives a detailed
analysis of the role of mercury/thimerisol in Autism and describes the initiatives of several
parents and researchers to bring this to light, while coming up against obstructionist actions
from government agencies like the CDC. The reserve is well balanced and poses both sides of the
debate, and includes 1st hands accounts of meetings, phone calls, and e mails, and also graphs
and tables of relevent scientific data. If you’re likely to read this publication, read a publication
that takes the additional stance aswell to provide you a full view of the issue such as “The Panic
Virus” by Seth Mnookin. If you have a family member who's Autistic and so are suspicious that
mercury/thimerisol could be implicated, then you have to read this book. Awesone just like a
mystery novel I purchased this because i have a child with autism and i felt like i wanted more



answers. It's an ideal example of how library assets are not always credible. It traces the task of
parents who started to unravel the connection themselves and shaped the group Safe Minds to
deal with this. So glad I came across this book in library shelves So glad I found this book about
library shelves.Essential read.I do need to state though i nearly got angry reading it.The reality in
this matter is shocking if you open your eyes! DOCTORS, SCIENTISTS, RESEARCHERS,
PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRY, CDC, NIH, LEGISLATURE, Cosmetic surgeon GENERAL, AND THE
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.! What if they were exposed to the same terrifying and
horrific process with which they have treated Dr Stanislaw Burzynski's patients and the ones
searching for his treatment? DO THE STUDY THAT PARENTS HAVE BEEN BEGGING FOR. Great
Book If you want to learn where the notion of mercury, vaccinations, and autism came from, here
is among the sources.It really is excellently written and David Kirby really delves in.. If you give
cash to Autism Speaks you are helping high salaries and fancy Manhattan offices but if you
support Safe Thoughts, Adventures in Autism and other sincere groups, you'll be doing real great.
Begin by reading this bool. Misinformation and bad science The contents of the book are pure
crap, misinformation, and also have been throughly debunked by actual science. Just Tells One
Side of the Story While supposedly unbiased, this reserve really just gives merit to and explores
evidence to one part of the debate. Significantly, don't waste your money upon this anti-vax
garbage. Addititionally there is quite a bit of information relating to the feasible biological
mechanisms and their involvement with Autism. Certainly worth your time and effort if you are
ready to open . I will utilize it in details literacy instruction and ask students to contrast it with an
increase of recent scholarly articles on the topic.. Certainly worth your time if you are prepared to
open your mind to the catastrophe of vaccines in our future generations.. Imagine if some of the
$47 trillion spent on the `War on Cancers' to date had been allocated to prevention and the
choice allopathic treatment protocols?IT also traces the stories of parents who are fighting for
what they find out happened to their children and all of the corruption out there.I got a few of
them answered with this reserve!. Five Stars Thank you Worse, leaking mercury is usually bio-
accumulative I actually am a former CEO 1 World Trade Middle, strategist to new technologies
including biotech having developed and directed strategy including a couple of the giants such
as for example BIOGEN which produces Copaxone, an MS medication that suppresses the
immune system. I fired two globe renown MN Treatment centers that diagnosed me with MS,
came back their wheelchair, underwent oral revision per IAOMT mercury-free dental methods to
eliminate my toxic mercury--amalgam ain't silver, kids, a fraud since 1800s--but my dentist Dr
Gary Jacobson was summarily stripped of his permit by an uninformed robotic MN Lawyer
General Hubert Humphrey III "Skip" who blindly obeyed a non-scientific MN Dental Board that
MANDATES ONLY MERCURY (ADA mother or father owned the patent, forced all dental schools
to buy this poison or risk any accreditation so they complied). Mercury (Hg) may be the most
deadly neurotoxin in the globe as toxicologists know, expect for radioactive elements) and the
ADA offers forced all dentists to make sure it must be placed in our mouths, a centimeter from
our brains, which we have now know-- thanks to study opposed by ADA-- leaks into all of our
organs 24/7. David does an awesome work of outlining how our federal government, or must i
say pHARMa's federal government, was bought and payed for by the amount of money
generated from income which harmed a generation of America's children (my son included).
Work well don David Kirby continue the good fight! Regrettably and sadly they have obviously
demonstrated that they do not have got an empathic, humane and compassionate bone in their
respective bodiesThe FDA and CDC are in breach and contravention of the Nuremberg Code,
Content 19 `The To Understand' and the Commission on the Privileges of the kid. THE NAME



CALLING. THE LIES. MAKE ALL Study PUBLIC. No one bats an eyelid! If you're going to get a
baby you should go through this and then decide if you would like to vaccinate just how they
currently have the schedule, which I truly believe must be changed. Comprehensive analysis of
the Thimerisol/Mercury controversy Evidence of Harm is an excellent book that filled a very large
void. COMPARE VARIOUS VACCINE SC
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